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DISCLAIMER
This presentation of NG Energy International Corp. (the “Company” or “NG”) is for information only and shall not constitute an offer to buy, sell, issue or subscribe for, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, sell or issue, or subscribe for any
securities in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice and is based on publicly available information, internally developed data, third party
information and other sources. The third party information has not been independently verified. While the Company may not have verified the third party information, nevertheless, it believes that it obtained the information from reliable
sources and has no reason to believe it is not accurate in all material respects. Where any opinion or belief is expressed in this presentation, it is based on the assumptions and limitations mentioned herein and is an expression of
present opinion or belief only. No warranties or representations can be made as to the origin, validity, accuracy, completeness, currency or reliability of the information. The Company disclaims and excludes all liability (to the extent permitted
by law), for losses, claims, damages, demands, costs and expenses of whatever nature arising in any way out of or in connection with the information in this presentation, its accuracy, completeness or by reason of reliance by any person on any
of it. The information contained in this presentation does not purport to contain all the information that may be necessary or desirable to fully and accurately evaluate an investment in securities of the Company and is not to be considered as a
recommendation by the Company that any person make an investment in the Company. The information in this presentation is not intended to be relied upon as advice to investors or potential investors and does not take into account the
investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. This presentation should not be construed as legal, financial or tax advice to any individual, as each individual’s circumstances are different. Readers should consult with
their own professional advisors regarding their particular circumstances.
The distribution of this presentation may be restricted by law in certain jurisdictions and persons into whose possession any document or other information referred to herein comes should inform themselves about and observe any such
restriction. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the securities laws of any such jurisdiction. Recipients are required to inform themselves of, and comply with, all such restrictions or prohibitions and the
Company does not accept liability to any person in relation thereto.
This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor shall there be any sale of securities of the Company in any jurisdiction in which an offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or
qualification under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. The securities of the Company described herein have not been and will not be registered under the United States federal or state securities laws and may not be offered or sold in the
United States, or to, or for the account or benefit of, “U.S. Persons” as such term is defined in Regulation S under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “U.S. Securities Act”), unless an exemption from registration is available.
Securities sold in the United States will be “restricted securities” within the meaning of Rule 144 under the U.S. Securities Act. The securities may be resold, pledged or otherwise transferred only pursuant to an effective registration statement
under the U.S. Securities Act or pursuant to an applicable exemption from the registration requirements of the U.S. Securities Act.
Forward-looking statements
This presentation, together with any supplements and any other information that may be furnished to prospective investors by the Company, contains "forward-looking information", which may include, but is not limited to, statements with
respect to strategies, expectations, planned operations, future actions or the future financial or operating performance of the Company and its projects, and, specifically, statements concerning anticipated growth in annual production, future
cash costs and netbacks, future resources, internal rates of return, ability to enter into offtake agreements, future cash flow and net present value, exploration cost and well parameters, the timing and success of any development plan, and the
success of any individual well or the overall exploration program. All statements, other than those of historical fact, which address activities, events, outcomes, results, developments, performance or achievements that the Company anticipates
or expects may or will occur in the future (in whole or in part) should be considered forward-looking information. Often, but not always, forward- looking statements can be identified by the use of words such as "plans", "expects", "is
expected", "budget", "scheduled”, “estimates", "forecasts", "intends", "anticipates", or "believes" or variations (including negative variations) of such words and phrases, or state that certain actions, events or results “may", "could", "would",
"might" or "will" be taken, occur or be achieved. Forward- looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of NG to be materially different
from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward- looking statements. Such factors are based on information currently available to the Company, including information obtained from third-party industry
analysts and other third party sources, and are based on management’s current expectations regarding future growth, results of operations, future capital (including the amount, nature and sources of funding thereof) and expenditures.
Forward-looking statements contained herein are made as of the date of this presentation and NG disclaims, other than as required by law, any obligation to update any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information,
results, future events, circumstances, or if management's estimates or opinions should change, or otherwise. There can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ
materially from those anticipated in such statements. Accordingly, the reader is cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward- looking statements. The forward-looking information contained in this presentation is expressly qualified by this
cautionary statement.
Disclaimer Regarding Hydrocarbon Estimation
“Management estimates” represent management’s evaluation and estimation of data based on internal evaluations and modelling. And by their nature have not yet been reviewed by an independent qualified reserves evaluator or auditor in
compliance with the requirements of National Instrument 51-101 – Standards of Disclosure for Oil and Gas Activities. Readers are cautioned against relying on management estimates until such estimates are verified and reported in a public
filing summarizing the data.
Possible reserves are those additional reserves that are less certain to be recovered than probable reserves. There is a 10% probability that the quantities actually recovered will equal or exceed the sum of proved plus
probable plus possible reserves. There is no certainty that any portion of resources will be discovered. If discovered, there is no certainty that it will be commercially viable to produce any portion of the resources.

Cautionary note regarding future-oriented financial information
To the extent any forward-looking statement in this presentation constitutes “future-oriented financial information” or “financial outlooks” within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities laws, such information is being provided to
demonstrate the anticipated market penetration and the reader is cautioned that this information may not be appropriate for any other purpose and the reader should not place undue reliance on such future- oriented financial information and
financial outlooks. Future-oriented financial information and financial outlooks, as with forward-looking statements generally, are, without limitation, based on the assumptions and subject to the risks set out above under the heading “Forwardlooking Statements”. The Company’s actual financial position and results of operations may differ materially from management’s current expectations and, as a result, the Company’s revenue and expenses.
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INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS
STRONG PRICING WITH LONG-TERM
TAKE OR PAY CONTRACTS
• High natural gas prices due to decreasing supply and
increasing demand in Colombia

DE-RISKED HIGH-QUALITY
ASSET BASE
• Maria Conchita - near term production

• SINU-9 - significant exploration upside
• State owned utilities provide high quality, credit worthy
counterparties for offtake agreements

• Tiburon - blue sky

• Advanced negotiations to lock in fixed pricing of
>US$5.00/Mcf for 10+ years

PROXIMITY OF
INFRASTRUCTURE

HIGHLY EXPERIENCED
MANAGEMENT TEAM

• Construction underway on 14 km pipeline from Maria
Conchita to TGI Main Pipeline providing access to the
Colombian natural gas market

• Extensive prior experience operating in South America
• Current executives and directors at Gran Colombia Gold
and former executives of Pacific Rubiales and PDVSA

• SINU-9 adjacent to Canacol production, and 25 km
from infrastructure

Note: See forward looking statements on slide 2
1 Beacon Securities research report June 2021
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MANAGEMENT & BOARD
•

Colombian based management team with significant in-country experience

•

Strong technical experience within Colombian basins

•

Strong capital markets expertise having built and led large public resource companies in the past

MANAGEMENT
Ronald
Pantin

• Co-founder, CEO, and Executive Director of Pacific Rubiales
(Pacific E&P) from 2007 until 2016

Executive
Chairman

• Spent over 23 years in the Venezuelan oil industry at PDVSA,
holding successively senior roles

Serafino
Iacono
Chief
Executive
Officer &
Executive
Director

Marianella
Bernal Parada
Chief Financial
Officer

Vincenzo
Paglione
VP, Planning

ADDITIONAL BOARD MEMBERS
Federico
RestrepoSolano

• Over 25 years of experience in industries such as mining, oil
and gas, and infrastructure

Director

• Partner and Director at Qvartz Capital Partners, a private
equity fund, and former Director of Gold X Mining which sold
to Gran Colombia Gold

Gordon
Keep

• CEO of Fiore Management & Advisory, a private financial
advisory firm

Director

• Extensive experience in investment banking and creating
public natural resource companies

• Over 13 years of experience in the public and private sectors

D. Jeffrey
Hader

• Former Private Advisor to the Minister of Information &
Communication Technologies in Colombia

• Over 40 years of experience performing financial advisory
services

Director

• Former partner with Deloitte LLP before his retirement from
the firm

Humberto
Calderon Berti

• Geologist and petroleum engineer and former president of
PDVSA (Venezuela’s state-owned petroleum company)

Director

• Former Venezuelan Minister of Energy and Mines and former
OPEC president

• Over 30 years of experience in capital markets, having raised
more than $4 billion for natural resource projects

• Serves as Executive Chairman at Gran Colombia Gold

• Over 46 years of experience in the global hydrocarbon
industry, occupying technical, managerial, and executive
positions worldwide
• Has sat on numerous boards of global energy companies and
positions in several industry organizations
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MARKET DATA
CAPITALIZATION

EVENTS
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A

Dec 9:

NGE enters MOU with GTX to build and operation MC pipeline

Share Price (Oct 22, 2021)

$1.79

B

Jan 11:

NGE to re-enter Istanbul-1 at Maria Conchita

Basic Shares

118.9

C

Feb 10:

NGE closes upsized $9.79M bought deal lead by Beacon

FD Shares1

149.5

D

Mar 18:

Contingent & prospective resources on SINU-9 and MC blocks

$267.6

E

Jun 11:

NGE provides operational update

$10.5

F

Jul 19:

NGE provides update on GTX facilities

583,000

G

Sep 10:

NGE announces receipt of environmental permit and start of SINU-9
exploration program

H

Oct 7:

NGE announces $7M fully subscribed financing to accelerate
development of SINU-9 and Maria Conchita

I

Oct 22:

NGE closes $8M upsized private placement

Ticker

FD Market Cap.

Cash2
30 Day Average Daily Volume
Insider & Close Associate Ownership

55%

Analyst Coverage:
Beacon Securities, Kirk Wilson

SHARE PRICE
PERFORMANCE

E: kwilson@beaconsecurities.ca

I

C
D

G

E

B

1

A

H

Note: All values in CAD unless otherwise noted
FD shares do not include dilutive securities >$6.00

F
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COLOMBIA |

Decreasing Supply, Increasing Demand

DECREASING NATURAL GAS SUPPLY1

LNG IMPORT SHIPMENTS3
9

• Declining legacy fields; production and reserves
declining at 7% per year; national reserve life index only
12 years
• Colombia LNG import facilities are lacking

6

INCREASING DEMAND ON-TREND WITH ESG

• Natural gas produces 50% less CO2 than coal and 30%
less than oil

2019

NATURAL GAS SUPPLY & DEMAND1
1,500

• Premium pricing with low volatility
Note: All values in CAD unless otherwise noted
1.Source: Wood Mackenzie
2.Source: UPME Plan Energetico Nacional, February 2020
3.Source: Oilprice.com
4. Source: Canacol, Bloomberg

1,000
500

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026
Domestic Demand High Case

Domestic Demand Low Case

Domestic Supply

COLOMBIA VS. NORTH AMERICA PRICES4
$6.00

Gas Price (US$/Mcf)

‒ 20-year low in reservoirs has limited hydro to 32% of
full capacity
‒ The largest hydro project has seen construction setbacks and
the start date has been continuously pushed back

Natural Gas (MMcf/d)

• A 200% increase in domestic natural gas demand is
expected over the next 30 years driven by a move to
cleaner fuels and economic growth2
• Colombia plans to use natural gas to meet its Paris
Agreement CO2 emission target of a 20% reduction
by 2050
• Continuing hydro difficulties:

2020 @ May

AECO

NYMEX

Canacol Pricing

$4.00

$2.00

$0.00
2017

2018

2019

2020 TSX.V:

GASX
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COLOMBIA |

Country Update

LEADERSHIP

2019 CORRUPTION PERCEPTIONS INDEX1

• Ivan Duque won the presidential election in June 2018
87

• Mr. Duque is seen as pro-business, vowing to support the oil and

77
69

gas industry, which he sees as a major pillar of growth
• Business professionals rather than politicians have been appointed

45

37

to Mr. Duque’s administration and key government posts

35
29

PEACE AGREEMENT WITH FARC
• A peace deal with the FARC was approved by

9

New Zealand
(Rank: 1)

Canada
(Rank: 12)

US
(Rank: 23)

Argentina
(Rank: 66)

Colombia
(Rank: 96)

Brazil
(Rank: 106)

Mexico
Somalia
(Rank: 130) (Rank: 180)

congress on November 30, 2016
• In June 2017, FARC ceased to be an armed group, handing its

COLOMBIAN ECONOMY GROWTH2

weapons to the United Nations, and reforming itself as a legal
$400

LEADING THE REGION IN ECONOMIC GROWTH
• According to the International Monetary Fund, Colombia is

expected to have a long-term GDP growth rate of 3.6% as

Real GDP (2010 US$Bn)

political party

$300

$200

$100

compared to Argentina at 3.2%, Mexico at 2.7% and Brazil at 2.0%
$0
1960
1.Source: Transparency International
2.Source: World Bank

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010
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ASSET OVERVIEW
•

Strong de-risked asset base in well known producing
areas with flagship SINU-9 adjacent to Canacol

•

Located in a very stable areas of the country

•

Close to significant national infrastructure

TSX.V: GASX
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ASSET OVERVIEW

SINU-9

Maria Conchita

Tiburon

Best Estimate Prospective Resources (Prospects)
Unrisked of 602.2 Bcf (Risked 182.4 Bcf) and
Prospective Resources (Leads) of 459.0 Bcf1

2P Reserves of 27.7 Bcf1

Blue sky exploratory asset with excellent natural gas
exploration potential; NG intends to shoot seismic and
possibly farm out

Binding offer for US$27.7 million financing to
construct & complete initial four-well drilling program:

Tested 7-11 MMcf/d through separate DST tests in 3
different zones with 48/64” choke on Aruchara-12

Best Estimate Contingent Resources of 37.0 Bcf1

⚫

Q4-21: Drilling of Magico-1X

⚫

Q4-21: Production tests through temporary
facilities beginning at Magico and design of
permanent production facilities

Best Estimate Gross Prospective Resources
(prospects) Unrisked 155.9 Bcf (Risked 31.4 Bcf)1

⚫

Q4-21: Complete pipeline and production facilities
connecting field to national infrastructure

Note: All values in CAD unless otherwise noted
1. Reserves and Resources report by Petrotech Engineering Ltd., an
independent qualified reserves evaluator with an effective date of
December 31, 2020 (the " Report")
2. Test results are not necessarily indicative of long-term performance
or of ultimate recovery
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MARIA CONCHITA (80% WI)
• Maria Conchita field is in the Guajira
Basin on Colombia’s Caribbean coast,
14 km from the TGI Main pipeline with
Best Estimate Company Gross Unrisked
Prospective Resources (Prospects) of
155.9 Bcf1
• Maria Conchita neighbors the
Chuchupa field, one of Colombia's
largest fields with 7 Tcf of natural gas
reserves2

Note:
See "Forward looking statements" on slide 2
1. Reserves and Resources report by Petrotech Engineering Ltd., an independent
qualified reserves evaluator with an effective date of December 31, 2020
(the “Report")
2. Source: Ecopetrol Website
3. Test results are not necessarily indicative of long-term performance or of
ultimate recovery

Maria Conchita Drilling & Re-Entry Plan
Aruchara-1

1

• Successful re-entry in July 2020
• 7-11 MMcf/d through separate
DST tests in 3 different zones
with 48/64” choke3
• In the process of
building production facilities to
start production after all
permits received

Loc-1

4

Istanbul-1

2

• Existence of gas tested in all
evaluated zones, intervals
8,396’ – 8,416’ and 8,426’ –
8,438’ present best gas
production potential

Tinka-1

3

• Planned re-entry
• Timing TBD
• Originally drilled by
Ecopetrol in 1988

• Management decided to
complete the well temporarily,
while identifying best procedure
to prevent water from
influencing gas production

Loc-2 & 3

5

Tink-2 & 3

• New drill target

• New drill target

• New drill target

• Timing TBD

• Timing TBD

• Timing TBD

6
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MARIA CONCHITA |

Seismic Interpretation1
1 Seismic interpretation by IGS an external independent geophysics interpretation company

Poisson Ratio AVO
Attribute: H2B Anomaly &
New Locations to be drilled
ARUCHARA - 3
ARUCHARA - 4
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MARIA CONCHITA |

Project Layout

Natural Gas Treatment Facilities

1.
2.
3.
4.

Water separator
Glycol Unit
Three-phase separator
Coalescing filter Skid

Note: Compressors may not be required depending on the
well pressure
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MARIA CONCHITA |

Gas Line Construction
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SINU-9 (72% WI)
Flagship Property
• Excellent exploration potential for
natural gas with Best Estimate Contingent
Resources of 37.0 Bcf and Best
Estimate Prospective Resources
(Prospects) Unrisked of 602.2 Bcf (Risked
182.4 Bcf) and Prospective Resources
(Leads) of 459.0 Bcf gross1
• Canacol’s block to the east has
booked natural gas 2P reserves of 637
Bcf and production of 172 MMcf/d
20202
• Canacol recently drilled Aguas Vivas 1 to
the east of Sinu-9 and hit 402 ft of pay
zone and tested 35.5 MMcf/d3
• Hocol drilled the Arrecife-3 well on its
property to the south-east and test
results showed gas production of 3-10
MMcf/d with no production of water4

Tests 3-10 MMSCFPD

• Area has excellent infrastructure
with open access to national oil and
gas pipelines, and coverage of a
reliable electricity grid
• Binding offer for $27.7 million
financing package with CPVEN to
construct and complete 4 wells
• NG has identified four near-term
drilling locations:
‒ Magico, Mago, Hechicero, Hechizo

Note: See "Forward looking statements" on slide
1. Reserves and Resources report by Petrotech
Engineering Ltd., an independent qualified reserves
evaluator with an effective date of December 31, 2020
(the " Report")
2. Source: Canacol Investor Presentation June 2021
3. Source: Canacol news release on June 21, 2021
4. Source: Hocol official web news on July 16, 2020
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SINU-9 |

Exploration Approach

Phase 1 Exploration

Wells are drilled to 4,500 to 6,000 ft. over 25 to 30 days for
a total costs of US$4-6 million per well

1

2

3

4

Magico

Mago

Hechicero

Hechizo-1

Q3 2021

Q3 2021

Timing TBD

Timing TBD

Area

Hechizo

Unrisked Best Estimate
Contingent Resources at
100% WI (BCF)1
51.4

Unrisked Best Estimate
Prospective Resources at
100% WI (BCF)1
Prospects

Leads

269

Embrujo

76

Magico / Mago
/ Hechicero

193

Milagroso

269

Others

29.4

Conjuro

65

Sortilegio

469

Cabala

103

Total

51.4

10 potential areas identified with
excellent Conventional Natural Gas
exploration potential:

836.4

637

Note: All values in CAD unless otherwise noted
Note: See "Forward-looking statements" on slide 2
1. Reserves and Resources report by Petrotech Engineering Ltd., an independent qualified reserves evaluator with an effective date of December 31, 2020 (the " Report")
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SINU-9 |

Seismic Interpretation1

SINU-9 Seismic Attributes
Show Potential Hydrocarbon
Indicators (DHI)

1 Seismic interpretation by IGS an external independent geophysics interpretation company
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HIGH QUALITY OFFTAKE
COUTERPARTIEES
NG has obtained letters of intent for take or pay contracts with Colombian gas utilities

Natural Gas Traders

Largest Utility Companies in Colombia

Volume:

~10 MMcf/d

Volume:
Note: See "Forward-looking statements" on slide 2

~14 MMcf/d
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TIBURON (10-40% WI)
• The Tiburon block is in the Upper Guajira on
Colombia’s Caribbean coast, and holds source
rock with kerogens Type III, gas prone for
Tertiary sequence and Type II, and oil prone
for Cretaceous sequence
• It belongs to the same basin as the Chuchupa
block to its south, one of the most prolific gas
blocks in Colombia

• Tiburon holds various similarities to the
massive Perla and Orca discoveries in
Venezuela and Colombia, which hold
multi-TCF potential
• NGE intends to shoot a seismic survey
then evaluate next steps – likely look for a
farm in partner to help develop the block
TSX.V: GASX
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TIBURON
Perla Discovery

Orca-1 Discovery

Tiburon Lead 1

Tiburon Lead 2
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CONTACT US
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Vancouver Office:
595 Burrard St, Suite 3123
PO Box 49139
Vancouver, BC, V7X 1J1
Canada
Phone: +1-604 609-6110

Bogotá Office
Cl. 93b #11a-44
Office 203
Bogotá
Colombia
Phone: +57-1-7121235

Investor Relations
TSX.V: GASX
OTC: GASXF
FRA: 56PQ
Email: investors@ngenergyintl.com
Phone: +1-604-609-6132

